Abstract. Mapping reads to a reference genome is a routine yet computationally intensive task in research based on high-throughput sequencing. In recent years, the sequencing reads of the Illumina platform get longer and their quality scores get higher. According to our calculation, this allows perfect k-mer seed match for almost all reads when a close reference genome is available subject to reasonable specificity. Our another observation is that the majority reads contain at most one short INDEL polymorphism. Based on these observations, we propose a fast mapping approach, referred to as "SEME", which has two core steps: first it scans a read sequentially in a specific order for a k-mer exact match seed; next it extends the alignment on both sides allowing at most one short-INDEL each, using a novel method "auto-match function". We decompose the evaluation of the sensitivity and specificity into two parts corresponding to the seed and extension step, and the composite result provides an approximate overall reliability estimate of each mapping. We compare SEME with some existing mapping methods on several data sets, and SEME shows better performance in terms of both running time and mapping rates.
Introduction
The Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies are generating unprecedented large amounts of short reads in routine genome research. The high-throughput and read length of NGS make it especially suitable for re-sequencing individuals with known references and thus for detecting variations. In whole genome re-sequencing projects for mammals, NGS usually generates billions of short reads, and mapping these reads back to the reference genome is computationally intensive. Hence the design of efficient mapping algorithms is a key and challenging problem in current computational biology.
Many short-read mapping methods have been developed along the evolution of the sequencing technologies [1] . The specific read length, error rates and patterns of each technology at the time are the primary constraints in the design of mapping algorithms. In the early days of NGS, the short reads were only 35bp long and error rates were fairly high for the Illumina/Solexa platform. Besides, 5-6 years ago the 32-bit architecture was the main model for PCs or cluster nodes, and their memory size is limited to 4Gb. Bowtie[2] applied the Burrows-Wheeler transform and FM index to the representation of the reference, and could reduce the memory footprint to as low as 1.3Gb for the human genome. This advantage makes Bowtie very popular among high-throughput sequencing users. Although the Burrows-Wheeler transform is effective in searching perfect matches of a k-mer in a reference, we have to allow mismatches to maintain sensitivity. For instance, MAQ [3] and SeqMap[4] use spaced seeds which allow up to k mismatches. Bowtie conducts a backtracking search to allow mismatches, and mitigates excessive backtracking by "double indexing", which doubles the memory foot print. No matter what method is used for handling mismatches, complexity is substantially increased.
As chemistry and instruments of NGS are under constant improvement, the reads are getting longer with higher quality. Now the Illumina platform can generate reads longer than 100bp with fairly high quality. MiSeq [5] can even sequence reads up to 250bp. Some short read mapping programmes, like Bowtie2, have been developed for these longer reads. Bowtie2 maps multiple evenly distributed seeds of a read and uses dynamic programming to extend seed alignments into a full alignment that allows INDELs. We observed that INDEL errors are extremely rare compared to substitution errors for Illumina systems. Thus if an INDEL occurs in the alignment or mapping, most likely it is a result from a polymorphism between the read and the reference.
Most high-throughput sequencing applications are for conserved genomes such as human, which is the focus of this article. In [6] , it is found that the size of INDEL obeys a power law distribution in Human and Rodent pseudo genes: 78 human pseudo genes have been analyzed and it shows that the average length of small INDEL is less than three; furthermore, among those INDELs with length no larger than 20bp, 95% of them are no larger than 11bp. In [7] , it is found that INDELs locate throughout the genome at a frequency of one per 7.2kb on average. If we approximate the occurrences of short INDELs by a Poisson point process that matches the frequency [12] , the probability of finding at most one INDEL in a 100bp window is greater than 0.9999. Most existing methods apply dynamic programming to allow general INDELs. This is unnecessary most of the time for mapping short reads when a close reference genome is available.
Partially motivated by the above considerations, in this article we propose a new short read mapping method, referred to as SEME (Sequential Exact seed-Match and Extend) hereafter, which focuses on mapping Illumina short reads generated from conserved genomes. Different from most existing Seed-and-Extend methods which map multiple seeds simultaneously, SEME scans the read according to a specific strategy and maps the seeds sequentially. Once a seed is perfectly matched to the reference we extend it on both sides to get the full alignment result or reject it. This approach avoids mapping a fixed number of seeds for each short read. The higher the sequencing quality is, the less number of seeds are needed in SEME on average. This feature is particularly favorable as sequencing technology improves. In the extension step, we introduce the AMF (Auto-Match-Function) method to detect up to two INDELs. Compared with
